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Webhosting.net Chooses SME's Universal Cloud Access Technology
Published on 05/29/13
Webhosting.net is now offering Storage Made Easy's universal access services to its
hosting customers. Storage Made Easy's federated Single-sign on creates one unified access
environment for Exchange, multiple cloud services, virtual desktop, and local storage.
Storage Made Easy supplements existing cloud and network security measures with the
highest levels of regulatory compliance, audit tracking, and information protection.
New York, New York - Webhosting.net is now offering Storage Made Easy's universal access
services to its hosting customers.
"We chose Storage Made Easy's technology because it offers features and functionality that
no one else on the market has," said Anton Resnick, CEO of Webhosting.net.
Storage Made Easy provides complete connectivity services, ensuring secure single virtual
file access no matter where the data is stored - cloud, locally, NAS/SAN, etc. - and
across any device in a BYOD environment- mobile, tablet, desktop, Internet. Storage Made
Easy supplements existing cloud and network security measures with the highest levels of
regulatory compliance, audit tracking, and information protection.
Webhosting.net provides managed IT services ranging from Microsoft Hosted Exchange, to
virtual and cloud hosting, to business continuity through a carrier-class colocation
facility for everything from entry-level organizations to enterprises. It has installed
the Storage Made Easy appliance into its OpenStack environment, connecting it directly
with Webhosting.net's existing VM infrastructure and storage hardware, allowing for high
availability and redundancy.
"Webhosting.net's thousands of clients are demanding complete connectivity to all
information, no matter their physical location," said Storage Made Easy General Manager,
Americas, Doug Rich. "We enable Webhosting.net to provide the service with minimal hassle
on their part and no hassle on the part of its customers."
Storage Made Easy's support of Active Directory and single sign-on allows Webhosting.net
to create a single platform for all the IT requirements of SMBs and SMEs, including email
and storage at high levels of security. With Storage Made Easy, administration across all
environments is easy; all access changes can be handled in a single step, within a one
control panel.
"One of the main reasons for our choosing the product is our push into the BYOD market.
Our customers are demanding a single platform for multiple cloud services, and Storage
Made Easy allows us to deliver. Using Storage Made Easy enhances our customers'
experience
and revenue stream with minimal integration, said Mr. Jose Uribe, COO at Webhosting.net.
About WebHosting.net:
Since 1998 WebHosting.net has provided reliable, scalable and secure web hosting solutions
for individuals and businesses of all sizes. WebHosting.net prides itself on solid network
reliability and continuous customer service, delivering services through a carrier-class
collocation facility that ensures efficient delivery of low-cost hosted services.
Storage Made Easy:
http://StorageMadeEasy.com
Storage Made Easy White Label Service Provider Edition:
http://storagemadeeasy.com/white_label/
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Storage Made Easy provides a cloud service data broker platform and related services
either as SaaS or a hybrid on-premise solution. Storage Made Easy unites cloud and data
services into a single environment, guaranteeing file access no matter the location or
device while providing the highest levels of management, security, compliance, audit, and
access services. Storage Made Easy is wholly owned by Vehera Ltd., a private London-based
limited company. Further information can be found at Storage Made Easy online. Copyright
(C) 2013 Vehera Ltd. All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks and trade names are the
property of their respective owners.
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